
Movie Monday
MOVIES PROJECTED ON THE BIG SCREEN
- FREE!! “Donations much appreciated”

This extraordinary first feature from Canadian
filmmaker Bruce Spangler comes from his previous

career as a child protection worker and his
realization that situations, paradoxes and the stress
of the work are seldom realistically portrayed. He's
nailed it here. It's a gritty, documentary style drama

about the decision to take kids from a household
with drug addicted parents. The social worker is on

the verge of burnout herself. The decisions are never
black and white, but they can mean life or death .R
Stay for the post-film discussion. The evening is co-

sponsored by the B.C. Association of Social Workers
and the UVic School of Social Work.

6:30 Monday Oct. 22 2001

Halloween's coming! Time to repeat this fun
portrait of the man many consider the worst

director of all time. Both hilarious and
touching, it focuses on Wood's single-

mindedness and misplaced optimism, and his
relationship with the fading Bela Lugosi (a

deserved Oscar for Martin Landau)
Johnny Depp is brilliant Pg 13

plus Rick Raxlen’s animated short “Rude Roll“

6:30 Monday Nov 5
6:30 Monday Oct. 29

When the roar of chainsaws shatter the quiet
of Saltspring's idyllic setting, director Mort

Ransen and other residents awake to an
unexpected intrusion. A logging operation is

underway in a central pristine valley.
The award-winning director of "Margaret's

Museum", Mort Ransen, turns his camera on
his own community to document a lively and

provocative debate. G
Mort Ransen And Briony Penn will join us for

a Q&E about the film and the issue

Ah...the Money,
The Money,
The Money

The Battle For Saltspring

M.M.‘s fabulous web site:
http://www.islandnet.com/mm

& E–mail : bruces@islandnet.com

Movie Monday
http://www.islandnet.com/mm

AT THE ERIC MARTIN PAVILION THEATRE,
SOUTH ENTRANCE EMP BUILDING DIRECTLY

IN FROM THE BIG ERIC MARTIN SIGN ON FORT ST.

Info?
595-
FLIC

Bridget Jones is 32 years old and can't seem to
find the right man. Her mother keeps setting
her up with dorks, she and her boss have a

sexual attraction, but his character seems less
than admirable. She resolves to try harder...
Renee Zellweger is wonderfully plucky and

vulnerably funny in this sweet romantic
comedy PG13

6:30 Monday Nov 12

Atom Egoyan's favourite film, and his
most successful, (my opinions as well).
Exotica is a complex mystery set in a

steamy Toronto strip club, pulsing to the
music of Leonard Cohen. R

We'll be using Yo Video's crisp widescreen
DVD and Atom's father, Joseph Egoyan,
will be with us to discuss this film and

Atom's career including his current project,
ARARAT, about the Egoyans' Armenian

roots.

A Journey Into Outsider Art A new film from
Victoria's Nora Arajs and Across Borders Media

introduces us to four artists in our city,
exploring the visual range and the inspirational

depth of Outsider Art. Q&E with Nora Arajs.
and WILD WHEELS returns to MM. This

brilliant 1 hr. film shows the same range and
depth as above and is definitely "outside" as

filmmaker Harrod Blanc follows folks who use
their cars as their canvases. G

6:30 Monday Nov 26Thanks to our sponsors : • Yo Video
• BCSS - Victoria Branch • Capital Heath Region

6:30 Monday Nov 19

Wild Wheels
Plus:

StillLifeGiving
A Journey Into Outsider Art

Movie Monday


